Submitting a chair

Formalities
for submitting
a chair

The submitted chairs must exist in a physical and thus manufactured form, either commercialized or as a prototype, and must be capable of being transported.
Title
Name of the chair, name of the designer & name of the manufacturer
Website
Link to a website showcasing the chair (optional).
Contact information
What is the purpose and function of the design solution?
Max 200 characters
Describe the sustainable elements of the chair
Max 500 characters
Upload 3 high-resolution pictures of the chair
Important
If the submitted design ends up as one of the 10 finalist chairs, it has to be sent to the finaljury-meeting with arrival on October 19th before 16pm. so it can be assessed by the jury on
October 23, where a national winner (a finalist) will be chosen. You are responsible for transport
of the chair to the jury meeting.
The jury meetings will take place at the following addresses:
In Denmark
Bryghusgade 8, indgang C, 2. sal, 1473 Copenhagen
In Finland
Annankatu 16 B 35-36, 00120 Helsinki
In Iceland
Aðalstræti 2, 101 Reykjavík.
In Norway
Hausmanns gate 16, 0182 Oslo.
In Sweden
Svensksundsvägen 13, 111 49 Stockholm.
To be considered for the ‘Nordic Design Competition: Sustainable Chairs’, the submission must
reflect on the following aspects:
● How is it sustainable?
● In which way is the solution innovative?
● Why is it good design?
● How does it reflect on values from the Nordic design heritage?
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General requirements for applicants
● The chair must be made by a designer from the corresponding Nordic country

The jury will assess the design based on the following criteria

DESIGN QUALITY
Chraftmanchip
Aesthetics
Form

HARITAGE
Nordic values
User driven
Holistic

INNOVATION
HEIGHT
Visionary
Groundbraking
Challenging

SUSTAINABLE
Longevity
Renewable
SDG-reflective

The jury and voting process
The jury and voting process falls into three stages:
PHASE 1
Sep 3rd - Oct 3rd: Manufactures, designers and students submit sustainable chairs.
PHASE 2: During the period Monday Oct 8 th – Friday Oct 12 th the jury selects 10 finalists among
all submitted chairs using an online voting system.
PHASE 3
Tuesday Oct 16th all finalists are announced.
PHASE 4
During the period Monday Oct 22nd and Thursday Oct 24th the jury selects the winner among
the finalists at a meeting.
PHASE 5
Thursday Nov 1st all winners are announced.
PHASE 6
During COP24 Dec 3rd - Dec 14th the guests and delegates at the Nordic Pavilion vote
for the Nordic winner among the five national winner.

